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ERIC DRISCOLL

Stasis and Reconciliation:
Politics and Law in Fourth-Century Greece

The exception explains the general and itself. And if one wants to
study the general correctly, one only needs to look around for a true
exception. It reveals everything more clearly than does the general …
The exception … thinks the general with intense passion.

Søren Kierkegaard, Repetition, quoted by Schmitt 1985, 15.

1. Introduction

Around 364 BC, a small and unexceptional Greek city – Dikaia, in the northwestern
Chalkidike – experienced social strife, a serious and violent episode of stasis. The epi-
sode was violent enough that the Dikaiopolitai agreed to block off legal proceedings
arising from the strife, and serious enough that Macedonian intervention was needed
to resolve the situation. In a way, the situation was nothing unusual: the Greek world
was a world of civic strife. But the reconciliation itself is unusually well documented
and so provides the opportunity for the present essay to attempt two things: in the first
half, to discuss and present the microhistory of those agreements, which are docu-
mented for us by a relatively new epigraphical text of exceptional richness; and, in the
second, to argue that at Dikaia and elsewhere in Classical Greece, the problematics of
stasis and reconciliation are best understood in terms of politics-versus-law.

I owe much to Emily Mackil and Nikolaos Papazarkadas. The latter first showed me the
Dikaia text; the former supervised the first version of this paper. Along with Andrew Stew-
art, they then oversaw an expanded version, submitted in May 2013 as my M.A. thesis. After-
ward, during a lengthy process of revision, both continued to provide much crucial help. Many
other invaluable suggestions made at different points have also improved the paper: warm
thanks for these to Roger Brock, two anonymous readers, Jelle Stoop, and the Chiron edi-
tors, especially Andreas Victor Walser and Christof Schuler. Only I should be blamed
for any remaining errors or lack of clarity. Finally, I am grateful to all those – Vasiliki
Misailidou-Despotidou and Maria Tsiapali, Directors at the time of study of what was
then the 16th Ephorate of Prehistoric and Classical Antiquities, Ioanna Damanaki, of the
American School of Classical Studies at Athens, and Polyxeni Adam-Veleni, Domna Ter-
zopoulou and Kalliope Chatzinikolaou, of the Archaeological Museum of Thessaloniki –
who permitted and facilitated my autopsy of the Dikaia inscription in June 2013 and March
2016.
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The question before us is, roughly, how did a Classical Greek polis deal with the
extremely difficult problem of ending widespread civil strife, stasis? Reconciliation
presents, after all, interlinked practical and ideological issues of great difficulty. For
example: how, simply, do you get people to stop fighting? And how is the reconcili-
ation to be understood intellectually, how is it arrived at conceptually? These sets of
issues have enduring implications for the stability of the peace once it is reached. The
present essay contends that stasis should be understood as the dissolution of a legal
order; what makes this claim novel (as opposed to tautological or intrinsically
obvious) is the emphasis on law as a major cognitive resource for the grounding
of political community, rather than vice versa, in Classical Greece. More specifically,
it demonstrates that reconciliation was primarily construed as an issue of legal settle-
ments – of the construction of an appropriate legal-institutional apparatus and con-
tractual structure for the disposition and settlement of the issues and claims that had
caused the stasis and emerged during its course; and that, crucially, this reconciliation
was patterned on private contract law, a fact I interpret as evidence that Classical
Greeks aimed to achieve reconciliation by transforming political violence into mere
legal dispute.

Indeed, it emerges from the Dikaia text that legal institutions are central to post-
stasis reconciliation, which was cognitively structured by everyday contractual prac-
tice. In this way, I adopt a rather behaviorist approach: the Dikaia text suggests that
Classical Greeks approached the problematic of ending political violence in much the
same way they approached resolving ordinary, legal disputes; and I am prepared to
take this praxis at face value as indicative of an underlying homology between political
community and legal contract. Here I am inspired to some extent by Angelos Cha-
niotis’s protestation against the scholarly dismissal of legal argumentation in inter-
national disputes as «mere propaganda»; in both cases the move is toward a more his-
toriographically legitimate engagement with the actual terms in which the Greeks
conducted their disputes.1 My account also draws on Thucydides’ Corcyrean sections
and on Carl Schmitt’s political theory to suggest that stasis should be understood
as the politicization of a dispute, and reconciliation as the re-containment of that dis-
pute within the bounds of law. In a word, the process of reconciliation is a legal solu-
tion to a political problem.

The following section presents my text and translation of the inscription; the third
and fourth elucidate how I understand the details of the stasis and reconciliation at
Dikaia and engage with a recent study of the inscription by Benjamin Gray. In brief,
where Gray sees something like a classical liberal attitude toward securing justice at
Dikaia and an emphasis on fil›a, even communitas, in other examples of reconciliation,
I would emphasize the underlying similarity in the deployment of legal machinery.
The fifth section uses the space of disagreement thereby opened up to frame the new,

1 Chaniotis 2004, 186.
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overarching understanding of stasis and reconciliation mentioned above; and, finally,
a conclusion recapitulates the main lines of argument and suggests how certain other
genres of polis-community-oriented texts similarly employ law or legal conceptual
apparatus to ground peaceful social coexistence.

2. Text and translation

In the spring of 2001, a Greek landowner brought an inscribed stone to the attention
of an archaeologist of the Ninth Ephorate of Prehistoric and Classical Antiquities,
in Thessaloniki; the text was subsequently published with commentary in 2007 and
revisited more briefly in 2008.2 These publications should be consulted for a dis-
cussion of the stone’s findspot and for general commentary, especially on linguistic
features and onomastics. The text runs to 105 lines over two faces of the stone, and can
be divided content-wise into seven sections. It records the various agreements reached
by two factions (or imposed on them from without) to reconcile a stasis at Dikaia,
a colony of Eretria, in 365–59 BC, perhaps 364.3

Unfortunately, the two printed editions diverge in dozens of places without expla-
nation.4 Accordingly, it was necessary to inspect the stone, kept in the Thessaloniki
museum storerooms, in person, which I was able to do in June 2013 and again in
March 2016. My autopsy confirmed that the later edition (reprinted by SEG LVII 576)
is generally much the better of the two, while also introducing minor errors. Much of
face A is rather worn, especially in the upper two-thirds, and the stone is often dam-
aged along its greyish micaceous veins. As a result, parts of the inscription are quite
hard to read; continued epigraphical research will no doubt improve the text.5 Printed
below is a slightly modified version of the later Voutiras text, the differences (few of
interpretive significance) resulting from my autopsy. A select apparatus criticus lists
each change from SEG but is otherwise restricted to substantive disagreements among
the printed versions.

Stone height: 0.73 m; width: 0.25 m; depth: 0.12 m. Light grey marble with dark
gray streaks. Uninscribed faces roughly worked with point. The inscription ends
0.07 m from the bottom edge of face A and continues 0.05 m from the top of face B,
running a further 0.32 m. Worn and often battered along edges.

Ed. pr. Voutiras – Sismanides 2007; improved text by Voutiras 2008 (SEG
LVII 576); see also BE (2008) no. 263 (Knoepfler) and 339 (Hatzopoulos).

2 Voutiras – Sismanidis 2007 (with several clear photographs); Voutiras 2008.
3 Voutiras 2008, 784; Voutiras – Sismanidis 2007, 262–267.
4 Voutiras 2008 claims that there are just two differences, and it is true that there are only

two actual words changed in the second publication, but there are more than fifty epigraphical
discrepancies – letters restored in one text but dotted in the other, or printed as fully preserved –
and even a few places where the line breaks differ.

5 A monograph on the inscription by Voutiras is in preparation.
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A I – – ca. 6–8 – – · T÷xh [[g]aù‹· ödoje tái ãk[klhs›hi· gnØmh]n
[per]Ïtân synal[la]gâm par‹n[egke]n? L÷[kio« kaÏ] oÅsyn-
allakta›· perÏ t[o÷]tvn pˇntvn chf›[z]o[nt]a L÷kion kaÏ

II 4 ãpitelwonta ãn [t]ái ãkklhs›hi k÷rion eÚ[n]ai ödoje tái
ãkklhs›hi· toŒ« [p]ol›ta« pˇnta« çms[a]i tÌn ƒrkon tÌ[n]
syggegrammwno[n] ãn trisÏn ÅeroÖ« toÖ« [4]givtˇtoi« kaÏ
ãn $gorái, D›a, Gán, [6H]liom, Poseidâ, kˇpro[n] Åere÷santa«·

8 Çrkvsˇtv dÍ L÷kio« kaÏ oÅ synallakta›· tÌn dÍ ƒrko-
n kaÏ t@ pistØmata pˇnta grˇcanta« eå« l›ùon
ùeÖnai eå« tÌ ÅerÌn tá« [ùhna›h«· [ùe]Önai dÍ kaÏ
eå« tÎn $gorÎn tÌn ƒrkon tÌn a\tÌg kaÏ t@ pis-

12 tØmata grˇcanta« eå« l›ùon· çmfisai dÍ pˇn-
ta« ãn trisÏn Łmwrai«· ƒsoi d# $pod[h]moÜsin Ó $s-
ùenoÜsin, tÌm mÍn $pfidhmon çmfisai kaÏ 4gnisù-
ánai ãpeid@n ölùhi triân Łmerân, tÌn dÍ $sùen-

16 oÜnta ãpeid@n ÉgiÎ« genhùái ãn trisÏn Łmwrai«
çmfisai· Çrkvsˇntvn dÍ prÌ« ta\tˇ· ¯« d# ©m m[Î ç]-
mfishi tÌn ƒrkon kaùˇper gwgraptai, t@ xr‹mata [a]-
\toÜ Åer@ kaÏ dhmfisia östv toÜ [[p]fillvno« to[Ü]

20 Dafnhffiroy ¡timfi« te östv kaÏ t[â]n dika›vn a[\]-
tâi mhdenÌ« metwstv· mˇrtyra d[Í] kaÏ syn›stor[a]
tân ƒrkvg kaÏ tâm pistvmˇtvm p[ˇ]ntvm Perd›[k]-
kam poi‹sasùai· dehùánai dÍ a\[to]Ü, ¡n tinw« po-

24 te toŒ« ƒrkoy« k[aÏ] t@ pistØmata ã[gb]ˇllvsi, to÷-
toy« dynatÌn [ã]finta ùanˇtvi z[hmi]âsai, ón te
f÷gvsi, $gvg›moy« eÚn# a\toŒ« Di[kai]opol›tai« ã-

III k tá« xØrh« pˇsh« fl« ãpˇrxei P[er]d›kka«· ödoj-
28 e tái ãk!k"lhs›hi· d›ka« ƒsai fonika› ãsi prÌ t[á«] Gorg÷ùoy $rxá«,

a\t@« ãgdikˇsasùai pˇsa« ãpÏGorg÷ùoy [¡rxon?]to« mhnÌ« Da-
fnhforiâno« pwmpthi fù›nonto«· ¯« d# ©[m] mÎ ãgdikˇshtai, [$]-
pfikleta a\tâi östv· ©n dw ti« dâi d›khm [foni]kÎ!n" Ó dikˇzhta[i ƒ]-

32 sa $pfikleta Ł ãkklhs›[h] ãchf›sato, Ç mÍ[n d]ik[a]zfimeno« f[ey]-
gwtv tÎn gán tÎn Dikaiopolitân kaÏ t@ [x]r[‹]mata a\to[Ü ö]-
stv dhmfisia, Ç dÍ dido[Œ]« tÎn d›khn ¡ti[mo]« [ö]stv kaÏ t@
xr‹mata [a]\toÜ Åer@ kaÏ dhmfisia östv toÜ [[p]fillvno« t[o]-

36 Ü Dafnhffiro-· eå dw ti ¡llo ãgkaloÜsi D‹m[arxo]« Ó oÅ met@ Dh-
mˇrxoy fygfinte« toÖ« met@ Jenofânt[o«] Ó Jenofân Ó o[Å]
met@ Jenofânto« to÷toi« ãgkaloÜ[s]i, ƒsa prÌ tá« G-
org÷ùoy $rxá« ãgkl‹mata ãgwnonto prÌ« $ll‹loy« t-

40 o÷toi« $pfikleta eÚnai pˇnta kaÏ perÏ t[o]÷tvn m‹te d-
ikazwsùv mhdeÏ« m‹te ¡rxvn d›khn didfitv· ©[n] dÍ d-
ikˇzhtai Ó didâi, Ç mÍn dikazfimeno« ¡timo« [ö]stv k-

…
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aÏ t@ xr‹mata a\toÜ dhmfisia östv, toÜ dÍ did[fi]nto«
44 tÎn d›khn t@ xr‹mata Åer@ kaÏ dhmfisia östv [t]oÜ [p-

IV fillvno« toÜ Dafnhffiroy· ödoje tái ãkklhs›hi· toŒ« Îw-
rvno« paÖda« kaÏ #Epikrˇthn kaÏ [rgaÖon t@« d›ka« k-
aÏ toŒ« ƒrkoy« kaÏ t@ pistØmata doÜnai kaÏ dwjasùai

48 ãn tâi mhnÏ tâi Lhnaiâni kaÏ [nùessthriâni kaùˇp-
{p}er syg!g"wgraptai Ç ƒrko«· ©n dÍ mÎ po‹svsi t@ dedog-
mwna, sterwsùvsan tân ãgklhmˇtvm pˇntvn
ƒsa prÌ tá« Gorg÷ùoy $rxá« ãgwneto kaÏ tâi ƒrk-

V 52 vi önoxoi östvn· | ödoje tái ãkklhs›hi· toŒ« paÖd-
a« toŒ« Êrm›ppoy kaÏ #Epixˇreo« kaÏ Dhmvfwle-
o«, to÷tvn toŒ« mÍn ãpidhmoÜnta« çmn÷eig k-
aÏ 4gn›zeig kaÏ 4gn›zesùai kaÏ t@ pistØmata d[i]-

56 dfinai kaÏ dwxesùai pˇnta, toŒ« d# $pod‹moy-
«, ƒtan ölùvsi, çmn÷ein kaÏ 4gn[›]zein kaÏ 4g[n›]-
zesùai kaÏ t@ pistØmata pˇnta didfinaika[Ï dw]-
xesùai· ¯« d# ©m parabái tâg gegrammwnv[n ti],

60 önoxo« östv kat@ tÌn ƒrkon ¯n ödoje tái ãkk[lh]-
VI s›hi· : oÅ dÍ ƒrkoi kaÏ t@ pistØmata ãgwnon[to]

kaÏ t@ $pfikleita toÖ« ¡lloi« pol›tai« p»si ãk-
tÌ« Dˇfnvno« toÜ Polyz‹lō kaÏ KhfisodØr[ō] toÜ

64 [gaùoklwo«· to÷toi« dw, ãpeid@n t@« d›ka« dâs[i] kaÏ dwj-
vntai kat@ tÌn nfimon, ©n $pof÷gvsi, meteÖna!i" tân ƒrk-
vn ka[Ï tâ]m pistvmˇtvm pˇntvn, ìmper toÖ« ¡lloi« po-

VII l›tai«· ƒrko«· polite÷somai ãpÏ p»si dika›!v"« kaÏ dhmo-
68 s›ai kaÏ åd›ai kaÏ tÎm polite›an o\ metast‹sv tÎm pa-

tr›an, o\dÍ jwnoy« eåsdwjomai ãpÏ blˇbhi toÜ koinoÜ
toÜ Dikaiopolitwvn o¾te ådiØtev o\dÍ Ynfi«· kaÏ o\ mn-
hsikak‹sv o\denÏ o¾t[e] lfigvi o¾te örgvi· kaÏ o\ ùanatØsv

72 o\dwna o\dÍ fygái zhmiØsv o\dÍ xr‹mata $fair‹som[a]-
iõneka tâm parhkfintvn· kaÏ ¡n ti« mnhsikakái, o\k a\[t]-
âi ãpitrwcv· kaÏ $pÌ tâm bvmân kaùelwv kaÏ kaùaireù[‹]-
somai· kaÏ p›stin dØsv kaÏ dwjomai tÎn a\t‹n· kaÏ 4gniâ

B 76 kaÏ 4gnioÜmai kaùfiti ©n tˇj[hi]
[t]Ì koinfin· kaÏ eú tina ãp›stvsa
[Ó] ãpistvsˇmhn, dØsv kaÏ d-
[w]jomai kaùˇper ãp›stvsa kaÏ

80 ãpistvsˇmhn· ön te taÖ« d›-
kai« aë« ãd›kasen Ł pfili« ãm-
menwv· kaÏ eú tina ¡llon ƒrk[on]
ümosa, l÷v, tfinde dÍ spoydaifita-

84 tom poi‹somai· taÜta ãmpedor-
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k‹sv naÏ m@ D›a, Gán, 6Hliom, Po-
seideØ· eå mÍn e\ork‹saimi,
pollˇ moi $gaù@ g›noito ka[Ï]

88 [a\]tâi kaÏ paisÏ kaÏ xr‹mas[i]·
[e]å dÍ ãpiork‹saimi, kakâ« [ã]-
µoÏ g›noito kaÏ a\tâi kaÏ pa[i]-
sÏ kaÏ xr‹masi· dwxomai $pÌ to[Ü]

92 bvmoÜ paraù‹khn par@ toÜ [p[fi]-
[l]lvno« kat@ toŒ« ƒrkoy« o?« üm-
osa· eå mÍn ã[m]me›naimi ãn toÖ«
ƒrkoi« kaÏ ãn toÖ« pisstØmasi p-

96 [»]si, pollˇ moi k$gaù@ g›noito kaÏ
[a\]tâi kaÏ paisÏ kaÏ xr‹masi· eå dÍ
[ãpio]rk‹saimi dejˇmeno« pa-
[raù]‹khn par@ toÜ Apfillvno«,

100 [ã]jØlh« eúhn kaÏ a\tÌ« kaÏ gw-
no« tÌ ãmÌn kaÏ t@ Épˇrxon-
ta pˇnta· timvr‹seien dÍ Ç
[ù]eÌ« par# oí ölabon tÎn par-

104 aù‹khn met@ tân ¡llvn
ùeân pˇntvn.

Key: Divergent readings are from Voutiras – Sismanides 2007 (= V–S) and Voutiras 2008
(= V).
1: [vacat Uefi«?] V  [gnØmh]n V. || 8: dikasˇtv V–S, Çrkvsˇtv, R. Parker apud V. || 11:
$gor@n V. || 13: $pod[h]moÜsin SEG. || 17: prÌ« taÜta, V–S 2007, prÌ« ta\tˇ, R. Parker
(reported in V). || 28: ãkklhs›hi V, ãklhs›hi lapis d›ka« V. || 29: ãpÏ Gorg÷ùo[y ¡rxon]to« V,
[ãn]tÌ« V. Walser (per ep.). || 31: fo[ni]kÎ!n" V. || 56–57: $podhmoÜnta« V, $pod‹moy« V–S. ||
58: didfin[a]i V. || 67: ãp›pasi V, V–S. || 72–73: $fair‹som[a]|i V; $fair‹som[ai] V–S. || 75: a\t‹n
V, a\t‹n V–S 2007. || 96–97: g›noito | kaÏ a\tâi V, g›noito kaÏ | a\tâi V–S.

Epigraphical note

At lines 4, 52, and 61, the mason uses three different kind of interpunct: three vertical
dots, a vertical line (identical to an iota, but more sharply cut, standing out from the
surrounding letters worn shallow), and two vertical dots, respectively.

«I. – – – – – – – – Good fortune; resolved by the assembly; Lykios and the recon-
cilers proposed the motion concerning the reconciliations: that Lykios shall be in
charge of putting all these matters to a vote and accomplishing them in the assembly.

II. Resolved by the assembly: that all the citizens shall swear the written-up oath in
the three most holy sanctuaries and in the agora, by Zeus, Ge, Helios, Poseidon, sac-
rificing a sow (or a boar); and let Lykios and the reconcilers administer the oath; and
that they shall write up the oath and all the agreed-upon pledges upon a stone and set
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it up in the sanctuary of Athena; and that they shall set up the same oath in the agora,
along with the pledges, after writing (everything) up on a stone; and that everyone
shall swear in three days; but as for those away from the city or infirm, the former shall
swear and purify himself within three days when he comes, and the sick one shall
swear it in three days when he becomes healthy; and let them (sc. Lykios and the cov-
enanters) administer the oath in the same ways; but whoever does not swear the oath
exactly as it is written, let his property become public and sacred to Apollo Daphne-
phoros and let him be ¡timo« and let him have no share of legal proceedings; and let
Perdikkas be made a witness and observer of all the oaths and pledges; and request of
him that, should ever anyone cast aside the oaths and the pledges, if he is powerful
over them, to punish them with death, and, should they flee, that they be liable to seiz-
ure back to the Dikaiopolitai from all the land over which Perdikkas rules.

III. Resolved by the assembly: all the homicide trials taking place before the ar-
chonship of Gorgythos, let them be judged within the archonship of Gorgythos in
the fifth day from the end of the month of Daphnephorion; and whoever does not
come to court (then), let there be no further judicial recourse for him; and if some-
one sets a trial for murder or goes to law with respect to the things the assembly has
voted be outside judicial recourse, let the one going to law be exiled from the land of
the Dikaiopolitai and let his property be public, and let the one setting the trial be
disenfranchised (¡timo«) and let his property become public and sacred to Apollo
Daphnephoros; and if Demarchos or those in exile with Demarchos charge anything
against those with Xenophon, or Xenophon or those with Xenophon charge against
them, however many accusations there were before the archonship of Gorgythos
against one another, they shall all be outside judicial recourse, and concerning these
things let no one go to law nor any magistrate set a trial; but if someone goes to law or
sets (a trial), let the one going to law be disenfranchised and let his property be pub-
lic, and of the one setting the trial, let his property be public and sacred to Apollo
Daphnephoros.

IV. Resolved by the assembly: that Epikrates and Argaios and the sons of Hieron
shall give and undergo the trials and the oaths and the pledges in the month of
Lenaion and Anthesterion just as the oath is written; but if they do not do the things
decided, let them be deprived of all the accusations, however many there were before
the office of Gorgythos, and let them be liable according to the oath.

V. Resolved by the assembly: that the sons of Hermippos and of Epicharis and of
Demopheles, of these, those resident shall swear and sanctify and purify themselves
and give the pledges and undertake everything, and those abroad, when they come,
shall swear and sanctify and purify themselves and give and undertake all the pledges;
and whoever goes beyond the things written in any respect, let him be liable according
to the oath which was resolved by the assembly.

VI. And the oaths and the pledges and the interdiction of judicial recourse were for
all the other citizens apart from Daphnon the son of Polyzalos and Kephisodoros the
son of Agathokles; and for them, when they pay the judgments and undertake [every-
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thing] according to the law, if they are acquitted, there shall be a share in the oaths and
all the pledges, just as for all the other citizens.

VII. Oath: I will live as a citizen with all, justly both in public and private, and I will
not depart from the ancestral constitution, nor will I admit foreigners to the harm of
the community of the Dikaiopolitai or of any individual; and I will not remember ill
against anyone, neither in word nor in deed; and I will not kill anyone or punish with
exile or seize property on account of things in the past; and if anyone remembers ill,
I will not suffer him; and I will pull him down and suffer myself to be pulled down
from the altars; and I will give trust and receive the same; and I will purify and be puri-
fied according to what the community bids; and if I have made a pledge for anyone or
been given a pledge, I will give and accept just as I pledged and was pledged; and I will
be steadfast as for the cases which the city has judged; and if I have sworn any other
oath, I dissolve it, and I will make this one of higher importance; and I will abide by
my oaths with respect to these things, yea, by Zeus, Ge, Helios, Poseidon; if I am faith-
ful to this oath, may there be many and good things for me, myself and children and
property; but if I go against this oath, may it go poorly for me, myself and children and
property; and I receive from the altar a token, from Apollo, according to the oaths
which I have sworn; and if I remain steadfast to the oaths and in all the pledges, may
there be many and good things for me – myself, my children and my property –; but if
I go against my oath, in spite of receiving the token from Apollo, may I be utterly
destroyed, myself and my lineage and everything of mine that exists; and may the god
from whom I received the token punish me, in company with all the other gods.»6

3. Dikaia’s stasis and reconciliation

The exact location of the polis of Dikaia is not certain, although it was in the Chalki-
dike and may be identified with Nea Kallikrateia.7 Dikaiopolitai appear in a number of
well-known inscriptions: the Athenian tribute lists, the prospectus of the Second
Athenian League, and the list of ùevrodfikoi to Epidauros.8 A Dikaia is regularly
noted in the tribute lists, but it is Dikaia-near-Abdera, on the coast of Thrace not far
east of Thasos.9 Our Dikaia, by contrast, is to be placed on the western shore of the
Chalkidike, north of the Pallene and south of the mainland.10 Dikaia’s absence from

6 This translation is my own, as are all others not otherwise attributed.
7 See Voutiras – Sismanidis 2007 and Voutiras 2008. Bilouka – Graikos 2002 and

2003 and Bilouka – Graikos – Klanga 2004 present reports of finds at Nea Kallikrateia.
8 ATL: e.g., IG I3 282 col. II 55–56; Second Athenian League: IG II2 43 B 9; Epidauros ùev-

rodfikoi: IG IV2 94 I b 11. There is also occasional confusion about the name of the city, which is
Dikaia, not Dikaiopolis (cf., e.g., Rhodes – Osborne 2003, no. 22, with Meiggs 1972, 572).

9 IG I3 280 col. II 60.
10 Dikaia is listed in between Aineia and Poteidaia, IG IV2 94 I b 10–12, and after Therme

in Pliny, HN 4. 36. These references, and the logic, are from Hansen – Nielsen 2004, 827. See
Voutiras 2008, 782f. for an even more detailed discussion.
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the list of cities on the coastline in that area of the peninsula given by Herodotos can
be explained either by placing the city inland or arguing that it was founded after
470.11 The earliest textual evidence for the existence of the polis is its inclusion in the
tribute list of 454/3, but it also struck coins from the beginning of the fifth century.12

A firm and brief window for the dating of the inscription itself is provided by the
mention of Perdikkas (ll. 22–23, 27), king of Macedon from 365/4–360/59.13 We
know, thanks to the League’s prospectus, that Dikaia was a member of the Second
Athenian League from the 370s; it is thus reasonable to assume that the presence of
Perdikkas in the Dikaia reconciliation text is most likely to place the document in 364,
when Perdikkas was campaigning jointly with the Athenians in the western Chalki-
dike.14

In sum, the historical situation lying behind the text can be placed in the mid or late
360s and is related to a stasis that occurred in the broad context of a decade of con-
fused warfare and shifting alliances in northern Greece.15 Dikaia descended into a sta-
sis arising from a struggle between two named factions: that of Demarchos and his
companions (apparently in exile at the time of the agreement) and that of Xenophon

11 The former is the solution of Hansen – Nielsen 2004. The latter is adopted by Vouti-
ras 2008, but seems to be impossible if the city was already minting by the end of the sixth cen-
tury, as it apparently was since several hoards containing Dikaia’s coinage were deposited around
500 (see Chrysanthaki-nagle 2007, 39–42).

12 IG I3 259 IV 19–20. Hansen – Nielsen 2004, 827.
13 See, e.g., Heskel 1997, esp. 19–21 and 31–36, on the historical context of northern Greek

wars in this period. In the relevant conflict, Athenian interest was in reconquering Amphipolis.
The other powers in the region had a more complex relationship to one another. Macedon and
the Chalkidian koinfin were allies in the 390s or 380s under Amyntas III; but under Perdikkas
Macedon and Athens formed an alliance of some sort directly opposed to the koinfin. For the
Macedon-Chalkidian koinfin alliance, see Rhodes – Osborne 2003, no. 12; for Perdikkas-
Athens collaboration, see Dem. 2. 14; for Olynthos as the object of the collaboration, see Polyai-
nos 3. 10. 14 and a scholion to Dem. 2. 14, both cited by Heskel 1997, 31. Yet by 362, Perdikkas
had switched sides again (Aeschin. 2. 29–30).

14 As Voutiras 2008, 784, argues. See IG II2 43 B 9 (= l. 105 in consecutive numbering, as in
Rhodes – Osborne 2003, no. 22 and Cargill 1981). This conclusion relies on the under-
standing that Dikaia was still an ally of Athens and that Perdikkas is not present in the text as an
enemy of Dikaia. On the other hand, the Chalkidian koinfin itself was also initially a member of
the Second Athenian League. This turns as well on the question of how thoroughly the Spartans
dissolved the koinfin in 379. But it seems like special pleading to deny that the mention of Chal-
kidians-from-Thrace in the Aristoteles decree is itself proof that the koinfin still existed, even if it
was reduced in size and power vis-à-vis the 380s; see IG II2 43 B 5–6 (= l. 101–102 in consecutive
numbering, as in Rhodes – Osborne 2003, no. 22 and Cargill 1981). Hence it is equally logi-
cal to imagine that Dikaia could have defected from the League as well, which by parallel logic
would put the reconciliation in 363 or 362, although the earlier editors seem not to have con-
sidered this possibility. Fortunately, the exact details of the date and international situation do
not bear directly on the present arguments.

15 Stasis is often connected to external warfare: consider only Thucydides’ description of sta-
sis sweeping the Greek world during the Peloponnesian War. See, however, n. 87 below.
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and his companions (apparently in Dikaia). A certain Gorgythos was archon at the
time of the reconciliation.16 He may also have been archon when the stasis erupted –
there is no indication of how much time elapsed between stasis and reconciliation –
but the agreements deal with complaints arising before his archonship. There is no
hint in the text that one party was oligarchic and the other democratic, or any
information about whence their conflict arose. What we can say is that some set of dis-
putes was under contestation and that the reconciliation requires most of these com-
plaints to be set aside (see below). It seems that, eventually, the struggle between the
two factions came to be carried out via both controlled and uncontrolled means – i.e.,
in the courts and also by homicide – as it coalesced around the two previously named
partisans and became stasis. The details provided in the text are sparse, however, and
this reconstruction is far from certain.

This sparseness is the result of the function of the inscription, which is not to record
historical minutiae for us but to enact a permanent reconciliation of civil strife.17 Most
of the text pertains to the modalities of this reconciliation. The first section explains
the procedure followed: there was an assembly, at which a certain Lykios and a board
of reconcilers (synallakta›) handled the actual transactions behind the reconcili-
ation. The second section begins the substance of the agreement, providing that all
citizens, as a body, swear an oath (given in section seven), which is likewise to be
inscribed along with all the reciprocal pledges (pistØmata), and then set up in both
the city’s agora and its sanctuary to Athena. The swearing of the oath is to take place in
three different sanctuaries and in the agora (ll. 5–7). Everyone must swear; those who
do not become disenfranchised (¡timoi) and their property is confiscated.18 Perdikkas
is enlisted as a guarantor and external enforcer of the oath. The oath itself begins by
enjoining citizens to respect the newly reconstituted political community (polite÷so-
mai ãpÏ p»si dika›v«, l. 67), to do nothing that will harm that community (koinoÜ,
l. 69), and to enforce an amnesty for any crimes or unjust deeds that may have escaped
punishment under the terms of the other pistØmata (o\ mnhsikak‹sv o\denÏ o¾te

16 This presumes that $rxá«, l. 28, is to be translated thus. I note here as well that the resto-
ration of [¡rxon]to« in l. 29 makes good sense but is epigraphically questionable; after two
examinations I am convinced that there is space for three or perhaps four letters, but not five.
A gap of nearly the same size on the stone in an adjacent line is given just two letters. Andreas
Victor Walser neatly suggests ãpÏ Gorg÷ùoy [ãn]to« mhnÌ« Da|fnhforiâno« pwmpthi
fù›nonto«, giving a deadline by which the cases must be settled, but I am unable to find parallels
for this way of specifying time. A third, less compelling, possibility might be [çn]tÌ«. Given the
lack of a convincing alternative, Voutiras’s restoration, [¡rxon]to«, remains preferable; the
lack of space can be resolved by positing a lapicide’s error (as in ll. 28 and 31) or an unusual com-
pression of the letters in the broken space.

17 See Dössel 2003 for a survey of some previously known reconciliations of civic strife, and
esp. 273–291 for her conclusions.

18 Disenfranchisement or outlawry ($tim›a) is a standard penalty for crimes against the
political community in Classical Greek poleis. The oath is translated and briefly discussed by
Sommerstein – Bayliss 2012, 141–143.
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lfig8 o¾te örg8, ll. 70–71).19 This last section has an obvious parallel in the Athenian
reconciliation provision that there would be amnesty (mhdenÏ … mnhsikakeÖn ãjeÖnai)
for everyone except the Thirty, Ten, Eleven, and the archons of Piraeus (Ath. Pol. 39.
6), at the end of the Peloponnesian War.20 In both cases, the point of the provision is to
ensure that the reconciliation agreement be permanent and binding, lest the social
order of the community merely disintegrate again.

The prime substance of the agreements themselves lies in the other sections, where
the gritty details of the reconciliation are laid out. The main issue turns out to be
which people have access to justice and under what terms. The third section of the text
lays out the general principle: whatever trials for homicide were underway before the
archonship of Gorgythos are to be reopened and judged on (probably) a specific day
in his archonship; failing that, no further judicial remedy is to be available for those
complaints.21 Should a magistrate arrange a trial for such a charge under different
terms, or if anyone seeks such a trial, the agreement prescribes stiff penalties.22

The covenant is firm in its intent thoroughly to resolve the problems of violence
lingering on from the stasis. To that end, this general principle of reconciliation is
modulated in specific cases. Non-homicide accusations made by members of the
two factions, that of Demarchos and that of Xenophon, against one another are to be
$pfikleta – outside judicial remedy – even if they had begun before the archonship of
Gorgythos (ll. 38–42) and would therefore otherwise be justiciable. In the interest of
peace those accusations are simply declared irremediable, while others (arising in con-
nection with the stasis or not) are to be judged in the most expedient fashion possible.
These provisions make the most sense if we suppose that the stasis originally began in
legal disputes that got out of hand.

The mention of the two factions raises the important issue of how membership in
them could have been determined: oÅ metˇ … (ll. 36–38) is after all highly unspecific,
itself liable to become a matter of dispute, further destabilizing Dikaia’s attempts to
achieve reconciliation. And while it is not possible to tell how bad the stasis was, the
focus on which killings are justiciable and which people may go to law appears to sug-
gest that it was quite severe, as does the fact that Demarchos and his faction have fled
the city or become de facto exiles (fygfinte«, l. 37). Despite this severity, the text does
not provide for any solution to the problem of determining faction membership,
which conflicts with its otherwise thoroughgoing clarity of forethought. Perhaps,
then, the two parties were small and well known to the population at large – if, for

19 On the verb mnhsikakeÖn, see Carawan 2012 and 2013 with earlier bibliography.
20 On the Athenian amnesty see Carawan 2013 and Scheibelreiter 2013 with earlier

bibliography, along with the discussion below. For the Ath. Pol. I have used Chambers’ edition
of 1994.

21 There is a textual issue here; see above, n. 16.
22 It is quite possible, as an anonymous reader has suggested, that the agreement’s point here

is not so much the concern that a magistrate might arrange a trial as that he might issue a judg-
ment himself.
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example, there were only a few cases. The penalties for magistrates holding forbidden
trials must, however, be intended to reduce as much as possible the likelihood of the
settlement itself allowing the two parties to resume their conflict in court, where it
seems to have begun.23

In addition to the special notice given Demarchos and Xenophon, the agreements
are modulated for three further classes of citizen. First, Epikrates, Argaios, and the
sons of Hieron are given a different time frame and are required to t@« d›ka« … doÜ-
nai (ll. 46–47). But it is not in fact clear what this means. D›khn didfinai usually means
«pay the penalty», but it can also mean «appear in court» – or, conversely, pertain to
inflicting, rather than suffering, punishment.24 I believe, however, that in this case the
idiom at issue includes not only doÜnai but also dwjasùai (the full phrase is t@« d›ka«
kaÏ toŒ« ƒrkoy« kaÏ t@ pistØmata doÜnai kaÏ dwjasùai …, ll. 46–48). In Thucydides,
d›ka« doÜnai kaÏ dwjasùai (5. 59. 5) means «to offer and accept arbitration» (between
the Argives and Spartans).25 Hence in this case the agreement may be stipulating that
Epikrates, Argaios, and the sons of Hieron must engage in some form of arbitration
amongst themselves, but it is unclear why their offenses are segregated from the other
crimes dealt with in the preceding section. In ll. 64–65, however, the same idiom is
used for those exempted entirely from the agreements; there it seems as though it
must mean «stand trial» since there is a question over whether they shall be acquitted
($pof÷gvsi).26 In short it is rather unclear, but I am loath to understand a courtroom
trial in ll. 46–48 because of the way d›kai, ƒrkoi, and pistØmata are all parallel objects
of the verbs, seemingly demanding that we avoid the implication of any contingency
in respect to the fulfillment of the latter two obligations following upon the outcome
of the first.

The second group given particular treatment is the sons of Hermippos, Epicharis,
and Demopheles; some of them are in Dikaia and others absent: ãpi- and $podhmoÜnta«
(ll. 54–57). It seems likely that they are the sons of men who were killed in the stasis,
some of whom have fled the polis; there is no mention of standing trial and the con-
cern appears rather to be that they will seek vengeance beyond the reconciliation
agreement (parabÕ tâg gegrammwnvn, l. 59).

Finally, by contrast, two individuals are preliminarily excluded in full from a share
in the reconciliation: Daphnon, son of Polyzalos, and Kephisodoros, son of Aga-
thokles, must both submit to trial. Only if they are acquitted (l. 65) are they allowed to
swear the oath. These men may have been considered the instigators of the stasis,
which would explain why an extra barrier was placed in the path of their reintegration

23 As Carawan 2012, 571 points out, it always requires the active participation of a magis-
trate «to take reprisal by litigation».

24 LSJ s. v. d›kh; Voutiras 2008, 790.
25 For the translation, see Hornblower 1991–2008 ad loc.
26 Compare ll. 31–32, where d›khn doÜnai (¡n dÍ ti« dâi d›khm [foni]kÎ!n") is conjoined with

dikˇzhtai and the phrases refer to a magistrate setting a trial or a private individual going to law.
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into the newly peaceful citizen body. If so, however, it seems unusual that their acquit-
tal appears to be envisioned.

These sections modulating the terms of peace bear comparison, made more fully
below, with the exemption of the Thirty, Eleven, Ten, and the magistrates of the
Piraeus from the Athenian reconciliation except under specific terms (Ath. Pol. 39. 6).
In that case, however, the agreement establishes a class composed of citizens whose
specific roles and individual crimes under the previous regime render them too cul-
pable to merit inclusion in the general reconciliation and amnesty. The agreements
preserved here are significantly more nuanced, establishing three different modu-
lations on the overall agreement associated with different levels of involvement or
guilt. Daphnon and Kephisodoros are the closest parallel to the Thirty and others,
whereas the sons of Hermippos, Epicharis, and Demopheles seem to be very much the
wronged party; they are given a special admonition to remain within the terms but no
directives to stand trial.

This shows a remarkable feature of the Dikaia text: the evident determination to
foresee every possible obstacle in the implementation of reconciliation. Generally the
text proceeds from broad principles or decisions to detail. For example, the second
section ordains the swearing of the oath; then specifies a procedure to follow for the
two classes of citizens who should swear but cannot; then explains what is to happen
to anyone who fails to swear; and finally establishes an internal guarantor and external
enforcer. As a whole, the text likewise lays out terms before modulating them for spe-
cific named individuals and close companions. In this respect, it is reminiscent of the
Eretrian law against tyranny, which displays a «concrete understanding of the modal-
ities of a coup d’état» and so is able to plan ahead for different eventualities, and of the
design of commercial contracts – the similarity lies in attempting to foresee and pro-
vide for every eventuality in a very practical way.27

Gray interprets many of just these features as evidence for Dikaia’s unusual con-
cern with «justice» as over and against the «harmony» aimed at in other post-stasis
reconciliations, such as at Alipheira in the third century or Tegea in 324 BC.28 On his
view, the Dikaia reconciliation is virtually unique in our evidence in that it envisions
substantial legal proceedings related to events that actually occurred during the stasis:
«the decision to allow some controversial d›kai makes the Dikaiopolitan approach to

27 Eretria: Knoepfler 2001–2002, ii. 177. On contracts, see, for illustration’s sake, Dem. 35,
with Bresson 2008, 67–70, or the (later, but illuminating) dossier of building inscriptions for
the temple of Zeus Basileus at Lebadeia (Pitt 2014). Also compare the familiarity with business
affairs of the mover of the Athenian grain-tax law, Agyrrhios; see Stroud 1998, 67, 70f., 114,
and Jakab 2007 (esp. 112–115 on k›ndyno«).

28 Gray 2013, 379–384, referring to IPArk 24 and IG V 2 p. xxxvif. (= Rhodes – Osborne
2003, no. 101) along with several other cases. Also now see, however, Gray 2015, which expands
on the arguments of the earlier paper in the context of a wide-ranging and rich discussion of
ideologies of citizenship, stasis, exile, and reconciliation in the late Classical and Hellenistic polis.
In the present article I respond mainly to the more tightly focused Gray 2013.
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retrospective justice quite distinctive when compared with that of other known bipar-
tisan post-stasis settlements from Classical and Hellenistic poleis other than
Athens.»29 That is to say, since other reconciliation settlements either explicitly rule
out any legal proceedings related to events of the stasis or at least give no indication
that any such would be permitted, whereas the Dikaia settlement seems to arrange for
at least a few stasis-related homicide trials, something exceptional is happening in the
new case.30 Gray then argues that Dikaia must have had a different conception of the
good polis from those of other cities, one which included «respect for procedures,
laws, agreements and strict reciprocity» as opposed to the «strong patriotism, strong
belief in the unity and virtue of the citizen-body, and strong attachment to the view
that individuals are inextricably embedded in the values, practices and collective lives
of their communities» prevailing elsewhere.31

Important at this juncture is the case of Athens in 403 BC. For Gray’s argument,
Athens presents a complication because the reconciliation agreements partake of both
models: providing justice and aiming at brotherly harmony through amnesty. For my
account, meanwhile, it provides several highly illustrative parallels with Dikaia’s rec-
onciliation, while also independently highlighting some important features of post-
stasis reconciliation. Most crucially, both the Athenian and Dikaiopolitan reconcili-
ations are best understood as diallaga›, settlement contracts, that is agreements
made by parties at dispute to settle their respective obligations, made and sealed with
oaths.32

But first, the Athenian case.33 According to the Aristotelian Athenaion Politeia,
the Spartans coerced the Athenian assembly into voting for oligarchy (Ç dámo«
łnagkˇsùh xeirotoneÖn tÎn çligarx›an, 34. 3). Xenophon explains that the Thirty
began as a sort of commission to codify the ancestral laws or constitution of the city
(triˇkonta ¡ndra« … o¬ toŒ« patr›oy« nfimoy« syggrˇcoysi, Xen. Hell. 2. 3. 2),
while the Athenaion Politeia only says that they affected to follow the ancestral con-
stitution (prosepoioÜnto diØkein tÎn pˇtrion polite›an, 35. 2). In any case, their rule
became increasingly arbitrary and harsh over time; internal divisions between so-

29 Gray 2013, 379. As he goes on to explain, he also views the Athenian case as a weaker par-
allel for Dikaia’s concern with apportioning blame to those responsible for violence than most
scholars would think, because, as he argues (385f., 398–401), he does not think Ath. Pol. 39. 5
has been properly interpreted. Note that in Gray 2015 (esp. 90–98), the cases of Tegea and Telos
(also discussed below) are now described as predominantly Dikaiopolitan.

30 Cf. now also Dreher 2013.
31 Gray 2013, 393 and 396.
32 See Carawan 2013, esp. 96–109, for the idea of reconciliation as a settlement contract.
33 See, most helpfully, Rhodes 1993, 415–422 for a comparison of the narrative details as

given by the main sources. Of course some of the differences are extremely important (especially
in relationship to constitutional debates), others (chronological inconsistencies) less so for pres-
ent purposes. Carawan 2013 tells a very much more complicated story of the reconciliation
process and its subsequent impact within Athenian law; here reasons of space largely restrict my
discussion to the evidence from Ath. Pol.
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called moderate and extreme oligarchs became violent; and toward the end, they
began to tyrannize fearlessly and to drive out huge numbers of refugees (Xen. Hell.
2. 4. 1). Meanwhile, the democratic military response under Thrasybulus eventually
led to the collapse of the Thirty at the instigation of the wider oligarchic party and
its replacement with the Ten, who, according to the Athenaion Politeia, were chosen
to bring the war to an end (ãpÏ tÎn toÜ polwmoy katˇlysin, 38. 1). This they failed to
do, sending to the Spartans for assistance instead. After further fighting, in which the
Spartan reinforcements defeated the democratic partisans, all parties involved agreed
that the two groups of Athenians should peacefully reconcile (Xen. Hell. 2. 4. 38; Ath.
Pol. 38–39).

This agreement of reconciliation has always excited a substantial amount of
scholarly attention, especially its amnesty provision: all Athenian citizens swore not to
remember past injustices (mÎ mnhsikakeÖn), which had considerable ramifications in
the legal cases from the post-reconciliation period.34 The terms of the agreement,
though, are of course more complicated than this. The Athenaion Politeia preserves
what is presumably only a portion of the terms of the settlements – termed dial÷sei«,
Ath. Pol. 39. 1 – mainly restricted to the relations between the Athenians who relocate
to Eleusis and the rest of the citizen body. The main principle is foregrounded: toŒ«
boylomwnoy« [ùhna›vn tân ãn ¡stei meinˇntvn ãjoikeÖn öxein #EleysÖna ãpit›moy«
ònta« kaÏ kyr›oy« kaÏ a\tokrˇtora« Yaytân kaÏ t@ aÉtân karpoymwnoy« (39. 1).35

However, the groups are not to mix except during the Eleusinian mysteries (39. 2).
At the outset, then, the term «reconciliation» turns out to be a slightly optimistic

cast of phrase – the first item on the agenda is establishing on what footing one part of
the citizen body will physically remove and segregate itself from the city. But things are
not so bleak. The eventual reintegration of the entire citizenry is also envisaged and
provided for.36 First of all, the émigrés are required to continue financial contributions
to the military fund of the new Athenian-Spartan alliance (the symmaxikfin, 39. 2)
«just like the other Athenians». This both secures revenue for the alliance, the Athe-
nian portion of which is under the control of the democratic party dwelling in the city,
and ties the oligarchs to Athens’ affairs and fortunes while also reminding them that

34 See now Wolpert 2002, Wohl 2010, ch. 6, and more recently still Carawan 2013, with
a history of study. Shear 2011, ch. 7 (see esp. Table 10, pp. 192–195), helpfully fits together the
evidence for the actual amnesty provisions. Note Carawan’s 2002 reinterpretation of the
meaning of mÎ mnhsikakeÖn clauses as «closing pledges» restricted to a specific range of griev-
ances, rather than the thoroughgoing amnesty previously emphasized by scholars such as
Loraux; Joyce 2008 attempts to respond, with some success, but see Carawan 2012 with a
further response. My own position is quite sympathetic to Carawan’s, but the evidence does
seem open to multiple readings.

35 «Those of the Athenians who had been living in the city [i.e., the oligarchic party] who wish
to live outside shall have Eleusis, retaining full citizen rights and being sovereign and authori-
tative over their own [affairs] and enjoying the profits from their own properties».

36 Cf. Shear 2011, 200–207.
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they are still Athenians. It incentivizes their eventual reconsolidation with the city-
dwellers by tying their future to the city even as the agreement blocked them from par-
ticipation in the city’s political process. Next, a fair process for arbitration is estab-
lished in case one of the «departers» ($pifintvn, 39. 3) wishes to buy property from a
recalcitrant Eleusinian who will not sell. Citizens are to register as émigrés within a
fixed time after the swearing of the oath ($f ’ fl« ¡n çmfisvsin toŒ« ƒrkoy«, 39. 4, the
Athenaion Politeia’s only mention of the oath of reconciliation) and those who choose
to live in Eleusis are not permitted to hold a magistracy until they re-register as city-
dwellers (39. 5).

Trials are to be held only in case of actual murder (eú t›« tina a\tfixeir ökteinen
trØsa«, 39. 6).37 For other offenses, no one may recall ill (mÎ mnhsikakeÖn) – the
famous amnesty portion of the reconciliation. But the amnesty excludes the Thirty,
the Ten, the Eleven, and the magistrates of the Piraeus. The first two groups are the oli-
garchs proper; the Eleven are the magistrates in charge of punishments; and the
magistrates of the Piraeus were «taken as assistants» to the Thirty (35. 1). In other
words, those actually responsible for the harsh and excessive regime of the Thirty
along with their various henchmen. However, even these, if they give accounts
(e\ù÷na« dÍ doÜnai, 39. 6) of their magistracies, can share in the reconciliation terms.
Normally, giving e¾ùynai was a routine procedure following the expiry of a magis-
tracy, but in this case it must have involved a rigorous investigation of their possible
complicity in the oligarchy.38 Scholarly rhetoric focusing on the importance of the
amnesty therefore conceals, to some extent, fundamental limits to its generosity: these
e¾ùynai would have amounted in a real sense to trials, and the alternative would be
exile from Attica rather than living in Eleusis.39 On the other hand, it is crucial that
throughout his account of the agreements, pseudo-Aristotle consistently uses present
verbal forms, as opposed to nouns, to define the two categories of citizen, reinforcing
their fluidity and contingency. The institutional structures, predominantly legal-pro-
cedural in character, set up to incentivize and facilitate any such transition buttress
such a view of partisan groupings as easily dissolved. The Athenian oligarch can
become a democrat again any time he wishes; but at Dikaia, Kephisodoros will always
be Kephisodoros.

Other details of the reconciliation could be added from the speeches of Isocrates
and Lysias.40 In this brief summary, I have focused on the modalities of the agreements

37 I follow the orthodox interpretation of this passage, recently challenged by Gray 2013,
386f. and 398–401.

38 On e¾ùynai, see Fröhlich 2004, esp. 331–335.
39 Shear 2011, for example, ignores this aspect. (The idea, found in some scholarship – e.g.

Shear 2011, 203 – that oligarchs could go live in Eleusis without undergoing e¾ùynai seems ulti-
mately to be based on Blass’s perplexing alteration of the text, eÚù’ oœtv« ãjoikeÖn toŒ« !mÎ"
ãùwlonta«, which has no discernible basis and should be regarded as incorrect. In Chambers’
edition, the papyrus reading, with no mÎ, is rightly printed.)

40 See Shear 2011, 192–195.
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given in the Athenaion Politeia. How to handle the citizen body, bifurcated into two
parallel channels, hopefully to anastomose downstream, is what is at issue. But it turns
out that the legal institutions and machinery adumbrated above – third-party arbi-
tration, restriction of access to litigation, inspection of records by citizen bodies, and
maintenance of registers of citizens by party – are integral to solving that problem. In
addition, the citizens as a body swore an oath common to the whole city (… Ç mÍn
koinÌ« tÕ pfilei 4pˇs> [ƒrko«], ¯n çmvmfikate pˇnte« met@ t@« diallagˇ«, Andoc.
1. 90) not to recall past ills.

Some of these aspects are paralleled by the later Dikaia reconciliation. In particular,
reconciliation takes the form in both settlements of a network of contracts between
different parties about how to handle the events of the past and how to interact in the
future, agreements enmeshed in the system of legal action.41 In the Athenian case,
trials for murder are permitted (Ath. Pol. 39. 6); likewise, the Dikaia text allows for the
resolution, within restricted parameters, of outstanding homicide trials from before
(?) the stasis (ll. 28–36).

Gray’s suggestion that Dikaia is unique in allowing retrospective justice and his
use of this conclusion to investigate diversity in civic self-conceptions are intriguing,
but there are some major problems. For one thing, most of the cases he cites involve
the return of exiles, whether after Alexander’s order in 324 or simply in the late fourth
century, rather the violent civil strife evident at Dikaia. There is a connection, of
course, between exile and stasis, but there is a crucial difference in temporality
between stasis – recent or ongoing strife – and exile as an established state of affairs.42

That is, while citizen exile can also involve great violence, and similar concerns for jus-
tice present themselves in resolving the two types of situation, the historical contexts
are so different that we might not expect those concerns to be handled in the same
ways. Indeed, the main issue in cases of returning exiles is typically what has happened
to their property in the meantime, rather than, as in stasis proper, ending violence;
property is the means by which membership in a polis was articulated, so its restora-
tion was both practically and symbolically required for reinstating exiled citizens. And
it so happens that nearly all of the cases cited by Gray do in fact include explicit provi-
sions for how to handle disputes related to property and other aspects of the termi-
nation of the abnormal civic situation.43 While it is true that property disputes differ

41 See Carawan 2013, 96–109 («the contractual character of the [Athenian] reconciliation
agreement»), for a more detailed bundle of related arguments, with much further bibliography.
Note that the nouns in question (dial÷sei«, synallaga›, diallaga›) are always plural: it is not a
single settlement, but a constellation or network of interpersonal agreements.

42 What he calls «exclusionary stasis» lies at the heart of Gray 2015 (esp. 197–291).
43 See Carawan 2013, 52–58 for an important discussion of this issue. I would add several

additional objections. One example Gray cites is reconciliation at Phlius in the early fourth
century, described by Xenophon at Hell. 5. 2. 10 and 5. 3. 10. As he notes, that reconciliation
included provisions for adjudicating property disputes related to the returning exiles. In the
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from the homicide trials at Dikaia, that is no reason to ascribe them to a «strong belief
in the unity and virtue of the citizen body» rather than to a «respect for procedures».44

Third, it is important to note that many disputes related to the stasis at Dikaia are
stipulated to be $pfikleta; no thoroughgoing accounting for every grudge is
imagined. And finally, Gray’s reading of the text underplays the importance of its
own communitarian language and the rituals prescribed, most notably the fourfold
swearing of the oath en masse, which is not so unlike that at Tegea or Nakone.45

Even supposing, arguendo, that these objections could be satisfactorily answered,
I believe that in any case there is a different way of reading the body of texts assembled
by Gray together with the Dikaia text and the Athenaion Politeia’s account of recon-
ciliation at Athens in 403. The alternative I propose, which is at least as plausible and,
I believe, better fits the range of available evidence, would highlight a shared concern

Tegea case (Rhodes – Osborne 2003, no. 101), meanwhile, disputes related to the seizure of
exiles’ property are to be judged, this time in a special court of foreign judges. Again, at Mytilene
in 334 or 324 (?), a citizen board is constituted to handle all of the disputes related to returning
exiles (Rhodes – Osborne 2003, no. 85 B, esp. ll. 23–25: [oítoi dÍ spoyda›v« ?fylˇss]onton
kaÏ ãpimwlesùon è« máden ös|[tai ãnˇntion toÖ« te kat]elùfintessi kaÏ toÖ« ãn t»i pfili pros|[ùe
ãfintessi mhdetwrv«], «and let [the board of citizens] zealously (?) be on the lookout and take
care that nothing occur against either those returning or those already in the city, on either
side»). Some of Gray’s examples do work better; the Alipheira reconciliation in the Hellenistic
period (IPArk 24) seems to exclude from justice many offenses related to the stasis (see esp. l. 6–7,
mhdÍ dikˇsasùai mhdwna mhdÍn eú ti miasma gwgone p|rfiteron Ó KleØnymo« t@n prvr@n
ãjˇgage t@n [ristolˇv). But one provision, unfortunately rather obscure, still envisions liti-
gation: ll. 17–18, dikasˇsùv mhdÍ« ådiØta« tân únprosùe sy[ngrafân,]| eå m‹ ti« ångeg÷eyke
ÉpÍr t@n pfilin dfijan taÖ [bvl»i]. There is some controversy (see Carawan 2013, 57f.), but
Thür – Taeuber translate, «kein Privatmann soll Prozeß führen wegen der früheren (Dar-
lehens-)Syngraphai, außer wenn jemand auf Beschluss des Rates für die Polis Bürge war» (IPArk
p. 281). In short, «the rules prescribing how and when [litigation may occur] are the essence of
these ‹amnesty decrees›» (Carawan 2013, 52).

44 Both concerns are quite legible in the Athenian case, which was probably more similar to
the Dikaia case (in type if certainly not in amplitude) than were the returning-exiles situations.
See Carawan 2013 for a reading of the Athenian reconciliation in legal, contractual terms, and
Loraux 2002 for a more body-politic, therapeutic reading.

45 The Nakone text is Gray 2013’s best contrast for Dikaia’s reconciliation; in Gray 2015 the
two cases furnish his opposed poles of civic ideology. For the text, see tablet III in Nenci’s pub-
lication of the Entella tablets (Nenci 1980, 1272f.); also SEG XXX 1119 and Ampolo 2001,
26–28. In the Tegea inscription (Rhodes – Osborne 2003, no. 101), the oath occurs in ll. 57–66
(latter part badly damaged). This text (the beginning of which is unfortunately missing) is curi-
ously paratactic; it can be divided into sections, each of which (like the Dikaia text) sets up spe-
cific terms for specific domains under debate, but they are not introduced by any such phrase as
ödoje tái ãkklhs›hi, so that the oath simply appears at the end, given in the first person singular
but without the (as it were) quotation marks of an introductory ƒrko« or any preserved
information about who is to swear it, or where, or when. Absent such details, it should be con-
ceded that the Dikaia oath is more strongly communitarian, given its length, content, and the
provisions to swear it en masse no fewer than four times.
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for legal machinery, and specifically for contract and contractarian thinking, cutting
across the different cases of reconciliation.46

4. Dikaia’s reconciliation as contract

Dikaia’s reconciliation, including especially its oath, is cognitively patterned on the
resolution of a dispute in private contract law. This claim holds good for most of the
other reconciliation records preserved on stone, too. Accordingly, I investigate the
implications of how and why the mental – or cognitive – apparatus for achieving rec-
onciliation seems to be derived ultimately from private law.47 This relationship
between law and politics at Dikaia is best discussed under two headings: (a) the oath
and (b) the other aspects of the text’s contractual form.

The exact relationship of oath to law is an important topic that has not yet received
a definitive treatment.48 Fortunately, Edwin Carawan has analyzed the much nar-
rower question of the relationship between contract and oath with useful results.49

Oaths tend to appear in conjunction with settlement contracts (diallaga›), where the
oath guarantees the permanence of the agreed disposition of affairs, and are most
typically absent from promissory contracts, that is ones wherein the two parties are
agreeing to the future performance of a genuinely new obligation.50 This is in contrast
to the older and perhaps more intuitive understanding of oath as simply an extralegal
constraint that the two parties may or may not invoke or feel especially psychologi-
cally bound by; that was Wolff’s theory.51

46 Once again, Carawan 2013 mounts a comparable argument focused on the Athenian
case; see also his pp. 49–62 for a collection of comparanda.

47 I do not mean to set up an untenably rigid distinction between public and private in Clas-
sical Greek society, but rely instead on the definition of public and private law as spheres relating
to obligations pertaining to the community versus to fellow citizens, without of course implying
that the polis was disinterested in the latter. For discussion, see, e.g., Jones 1956, 116–122 and
Harris 2013, 138f.

48 In particular, the role of oaths in other political texts such as the Eretrian anti-tyranny law,
the Mytilenean decree on concord (discussed briefly below), and in general whether it is tenable
to see the Greek conception of law as grounded ultimately in religious sanction (cf. Derrida
1990 and Ojakangas 2009) are important questions. Future work in this area will be helped
enormously by the valuable typology of evidence now on offer in Sommerstein – Bayliss
2012 and Sommerstein – Torrance 2014 (also see Loraux 2002, 130–146).

49 Carawan 2007.
50 Carawan 2007. The pattern is not absolutely consistent, but it appears to be a norm.
51 Carawan neatly sums up Wolff’s position thus: «Greek contract thus evolved not from

oath but alongside it, so that oath is invoked as a constraint above the law to enforce any unse-
cured promises» (Carawan 2007, 74). See Wolff 1957. The crucial question for Wolff
(61–66, esp. nn. 88 and 89) was whether the exchange of promises created an enforceable obli-
gation under Greek law, which he forcefully denied (incorrectly, in the views of many contem-
porary specialists).
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Similarly, in the case of the decree of the Athenian gwno« of the Salaminioi, «we find
a detailed arrangement for sharing assets and obligations by two groups within the
genos … it is an agreement sealed by oath. What seems to require the oath is that this is
a settlement between two disputing groups whom arbiters have reconciled».52 The
point of the oath both here and in commercial contracts is to close out further dis-
cussion by employing promises to be «friends», not to recall ills (mnhsikakeÖn), and so
forth.53 The Dikaia oath fits well with this conclusion, as the function is to ensure
future adherence to the covenanted dispositions; the promises are all basically to that
effect.54 This is crucial for my argument about the Dikaia text and reconciliations in
general; the presence and format of the oath seem to mark such agreements in formal
terms as settlement contracts, assimilating them to private law practice. Even in a case
such as that of late Classical Tegea, where the oath requires citizens broadly to set
free their grudges against one another, the scope of that promise is defined by and
restricted to the range of contentions the agreement handles, many of which are to be
managed (hence the foreign court) and many set aside. Thus, even there the oath
functions as a seal upon the parties’ concord.

At the same time, an oath, especially one elaborately sworn in public and en masse,
is not merely an element of legal formalism devoid of any psychological binding
force.55 Religious rituals in general (among the many other things they can do) denote
their content as being especially important. Theorists of religion have expressed this
idea in a variety of ways.56 Perhaps most clearly and to the point, the historian of
religions Jonathan Z. Smith has gone so far as to argue that «ritual is, first and fore-
most, a mode of paying attention. It is a process of marking interest».57 One way this
focalizing power of ritual cashes out is in distinguishing oath-bound agreements from
other sorts of agreements and from the unreliable instability of human utterance
more broadly. Rituals employ various strategies to achieve this focalization, including
the elaboration of place. «It is this characteristic [of marking interest], as well», Smith
continues, «that explains the role of place as a fundamental component of ritual: place
directs attention».58 The Dikaia reconciliation oath is to be sworn in «the three most

52 Carawan 2007, 75; see Lambert 1997 for the latest text and commentary (with
Rhodes – Osborne 2003, no. 37).

53 Carawan calls it the «closing pledge».
54 In accordance with Wolff’s concept of the Zweckverfügung or «disposition for a deter-

mined purpose». See also Wolff 1966.
55 Cf. Chaniotis 2013.
56 From 19th century theories of magic (e.g., Frazer 1963, 37f.) to the most sophisticated of

contemporary ritual theory (Bell 1992, esp. 74, and 1997, esp. 138–144). Cf. Gernet 1981,
169f.

57 Smith 1987, 103, emphasis added.
58 Smith primarily has in mind built or otherwise elaborated religious spaces, such as

temples, cathedrals, and the like; he also, however, cites Hdt. 2. 172, the story of Amasis’ washing
basin transformed into religious icon, as a parable for the universality (and ultimate arbitrari-
ness) of spatial significance in ritual behavior. Elsewhere, he evocatively terms sacred place a
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holy sanctuaries59 and in the agora» (ll. 6–7), mapping out a definitional geography of
the polis.60 This ritualized marking-out of the agreements, sealed by oath, elevates
them high into the realm of efficacious speech acts. Of course, this may be reductive
functionalism, but it remains true and important that swearing oaths is perhaps above
all about this function: trying to imbue mere speech with greater force. As Walter
Burkert formulated it, «oath is a phenomenon of language which owes its existence
to the very insufficiency of language … oath rituals principally enact irreversibility».61

Additionally, then, using Carawan’s results, we can conceive of the Dikaia recon-
ciliation as a settlement contract – the synallag‹ as a diallag‹ – in terms of the
oath’s form and placement.62 This contractual form is borne out firmly by the lan-
guage of the text. First of all, the exchanged agreements are frequently referred to as
pistØmata, pledges, which happens to be a rare term but is obviously reminiscent of
more familiar agreement terminology.63 A p›stvma is a form of assurance, something
in which one may repose p›sti«. Those who dictated the form of the agreement are the
synallakta›, another relatively rare term, but, again, similar to the diallakta› fam-
iliar as the arbiters of settlement contracts.64 Beyond these lexical transformations, the
whole second and third sections of the text rely cognitively on private contract prac-
tice: the inscribing and displaying of the agreements serves roughly the same function
as sealing a contract and depositing it with a third party. Hence, importantly, the
Dikaia text’s display clause is actually enmeshed in the agreement itself, not appended

focusing lens: a «marked-off space in which, at least in principle, nothing is accidental; every-
thing, at least potentially, is of significance» (Smith 1982, 54, emphasis original). Sommer-
stein – Torrance 2014, 132–155, now provides a catalogue of evidence related to extra sanc-
tity in Greek oaths.

59 This phrasing – ãn trisÏn ÅeroÖ« toÖ« [4]givtˇtoi« – is difficult to parallel epigraphically.
Indeed, ´gio« is apparently rare in inscriptions before the Roman Imperial period. Moreover, the
phrase suggests (also see following note) that Dikaia had an agreed-upon set of three most
important sanctuaries, which is perhaps rather surprising.

60 That is, these places were chosen as constitutive of the polis itself in its citizens’ imagi-
nations, charging the oath with as much affective force as possible and activating feelings of soli-
darity with one another and with the city itself (on cognition, affect, and places, see, for example,
Lynch 1960 and Tuan 1977).

61 Burkert 1996, 169–172. Or consider Smith 1987, 109: «Ritual is a means of performing
the way things ought to be in conscious tension to the way things are.» On the religious aspects
of the Dikaia text, see for now Salvo 2012; Voutiras’s forthcoming monograph will also,
I believe, contain extensive discussion of the ritual acts.

62 See Carawan 2006, 361–374, esp. 367–369. Carawan 2012 argues quite cogently for the
view that this kind of oath and the promise mÎ mnhsikakeÖn are about «finality, not forgiveness»
(567).

63 I can find no other epigraphical attestations of the term; despite several uses in fifth-cen-
tury verse, it is uncommon in other texts as well – evidently it is not part of the repertoire of
juridical language – although Aristotle does speak of pistØmata … perÏ martyriân, «confirma-
tions of the evidence’s validity» (Rh. 1376a17).

64 The arbiters at Telos ca. 300 are also termed diallakta› (see below).
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as an element of the assembly’s proceedings. Insofar as there is a standard form to
Greek decrees, the instructions to inscribe and set up a particular decree usually come
at the end of the text (or at any rate outside the main content of the eÚpen clause)
because they represent a separate step in the assembly proceedings, inessential to the
passage of the decree itself.65 Not every decree gets inscribed. By contrast, Dikaia’s rec-
onciliation agreements require the fixity of written form, publicly known to all; con-
sequently, the decision to inscribe them is intrinsic to the agreements themselves.

As noted above, the text contains provisions for every foreseen eventuality, similar
to the contract preserved in Dem. 35, which supplements the core agreement with
further instructions concerning contingencies of weather and force majeure.66 In this
sense, the Dikaiopolitai agreement is more contractual in form than the Athenian
amnesty, at least insofar as preserved (principally) in the Athenaion Politeia and
Andokides.67 One reason for this is that the historical facts of the Athenian case made
it less necessary to imagine a series of continuing court cases because of the somewhat
more thoroughgoing nature of the amnesty (itself perhaps necessitated by the very
scale and comprehensiveness of the civic strife in Athens). However, it still provides
in pseudo-Aristotle’s compact summary the same pattern of thought for the future.
Finally, the reliance on oath is, again, characteristic of the analogous type of private
contract.

When we turn back to the other cases of reconciliation, we can see that they also
partake of these features of settlement contracts, in which past civic strife and even
violence are all rechanneled into familiar legal constraints modeled after simple pri-
vate law disputes. Thus, at Tegea, far from simply relying on citizenly harmony and
virtue, the reconciliation agreements envision and provide for drawn-out, compli-
cated, and contentious disputes (the foreign court sits for sixty days, after which any
disputes can still be judged in the city’s court; and exiles who return after the sixty days
can have their claims judged in Mantineia: ll. 24–37); the promise to live together in
harmony is clearly conditional upon the completion of such proceedings.68 In this
way, resolution of the exiles’ status is similar to the reconciliation at Dikaia, which
relied upon finely negotiated terms and required citizens to abide by the agreements
above all else. Likewise, the Mytilene decree provides for the creation of a new, special
board for handling all disputes related to the returning exiles; they are given specific,
written guidelines (a diagraf‹, e.g., l. 29); the boule will judge on anything falling

65 Rhodes – Osborne 2003, xixf. (also see 208: «… publication clause, illogically, in the
middle [of the decree] …»). See Henry 2002 for a thorough syntactical study of the evolution of
Athenian publication clauses over time.

66 On this contract see recently Bresson 2008, 67–70.
67 Shear 2011, 193–195.
68 Rhodes – Osborne 2003, no. 101. See Carawan 2012, 580f., pointing out that the cen-

tral part of the oath is obscure and that even Alexander’s edict (upon which the Tegea restoration
is presumably contingent) «denied amnesty to those guilty of homicide or sacrilege» and that
«for wrongs committed by one’s own hand, one is likely to be liable».
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outside what is provided for in writing (ll. 37–38).69 This settlement does not seem to
include a communal oath, but instead a communal prayer and sacrifice ([e¾jasùai]
tÌn d»mon …, ll. 38–49) fulfilling a similar function, establishing the finality and
efficacy of the agreed terms (ãpÏ svthr›ai … genwsùai t@n diˇlysin, ll. 40–41). It is
important to emphasize that all of these cases do in fact concern disputes related to the
civic strife being settled. The common pattern is not for such disputes to be forgotten,
but for the settlement to prescribe closely regulated modalities for the transformation
of violent disagreement into mere lawsuits, for the reinscription of political disputes
within the sphere of agreed-upon, procedurally contractual forms.70

At the same time, there are also limits to the contract analogy. At least notionally, a
contract is willingly and freely entered into by the participants, and enforcement of its
terms relies upon discursive success by persuading dikasts of the justice of one’s com-
plaint. By contrast, the Dikaia reconciliation is to be forcefully upheld by Perdikkas,
king of Macedon, punishing violators with death as necessary. When the chips are
down, it is certainly plausible that this reconciliation has been imposed in part by
force. It seems unlikely that the sons of Hermippos, Epicharis, and Demopheles will-
ingly or happily conceded their right to seek justice (if my interpretation is correct);
rather it was simply the price they had to pay in order to remain in the community.71

Indeed, Robert Cover’s work provides a very different way to think about the
Dikaia reconciliation. Cover emphasizes that judicial activity often «destroys» or
«kills» (understandings of) law, obliterating communities’ own interpretations of the
demands of justice.72 The application of Cover’s insights to a situation of reconcili-

69 Rhodes – Osborne 2003, no. 85. Gray 2013, 382, rather confusingly claims that the
board is «responsible only for addressing questions about future civic organisation», suggesting
that disputes over property do not concern «past events».

70 In this light, Dikaia is not unusual in its concern for justice and resolving rather than
repressing disputes, but rather Hellenistic Alipheira (above, n. 43), one of Gray’s best examples
of amnesty, seems strange in not providing for handling disagreements. Here, I would emphasize
Carawan’s point that the oaths and promises at the end of many of these agreements are «clos-
ing pledges», about «finality, not forgiveness» (Carawan 2007 and 2012). My point would then
be that the difference Gray identifies might better be understood as situational: contract-rhet-
oric here, friend-rhetoric there, depending on the exact historical context, the problems to be
solved, and the state of our documentation. In any event, polyvalence, contestation, and situ-
ationality are ultimately more plausible working hypotheses than monolithic, discrete civic ethi-
cal self-understandings.

71 Cf. Moe 2005, 226f.: «… consider a stylized situation in which a criminal presents his vic-
tim with a classic choice: ‹your money or your life›. An economist might say that this is just
another case of voluntary exchange. If the victim chooses to hand over his wallet, he is simply
acting on his preferences and making a rational choice». The point in this paragraph is the
admittedly obvious one that agency and structure are mutually constitutive of human action,
and accordingly sometimes more powerful parties are able to constrain the range of choices
available to the less powerful, structure implying inequality.

72 Cover 1983.
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ation is clear: if, in civil strife, the parties naturally imagine themselves to have law (or
justice, or norms) on their side, part of the agreements’ force is precisely to extinguish
those hermeneutic worlds.73

5. Stasis and reconciliation, politics and law

In short, then, post-stasis settlements seem simultaneously to partake of political vio-
lence and to channel it into legalistic concerns: the violent crimes of murder and exile
are transmuted – enervated – into courtroom proceedings. This conjunction suggests
a new way of understanding how stasis should be conceived and why its conclusion
took the form of reinscribing political violence within the domain of law. The most
important issues to be worked out in reconciliations involve access to the lawcourts,
legal machinery for enforcing the agreements, and related problems. These emphases
on legal solutions to political violence are striking and suggest a new picture of stasis
and reconciliation at the apogee of the development of Classical Greek politics in the
fourth century. In brief, stasis is best understood as the politicization of a dispute, in a
way defined in detail below, which is why the return from stasis to normality takes the
form of de-politicizing legalistic machinery.

Consider Thucydides’ celebrated description of the Corcyrean stasis.74 It is offered
as a paradigm for the pattern that engulfed the Greek world during the Peloponnesian
War, as the hegemonic poleis of Athens and Sparta drew in this or that city by means
of a democratic or oligarchic coup or victory in stasis (3. 82. 1). War, in Thucydides’
understanding, foments stasis because peace does not typically confront men with
$ko÷sioi $nˇgkai, ineluctable compulsions, whereas stasis-engendering war is a
b›aio« didˇskalo«, a violent instructor that «assimilates the majority’s propensities to
present circumstances» (3. 82. 2). Under stasis’s tutelage, the Corcyrean demos simply
begins to kill perceived opponents by any means to hand (3. 81. 4–82. 1). In accord-
ance with his theory of human nature (tÌ $nùrØpinon, 1. 22; f÷si« $nùrØpvn 3. 82.
2), Thucydides presents stasis and war alike as leveling forces that return man to an
antisocial state of natural violence; even discourse was altered in accordance with
events at Corcyra (3. 82. 4), and there is a general reversal of all social and ethical
values; stasis leads men to oppose one another through necessity of self-defense,
unable to rely on judgment, speech, or even oath (3. 83. 1–2); only a common com-
plicity in crime ties factions together. Stasis is pure force. Law and religion count
(3. 82. 6–8). And worst of all, even direct attempts to reestablish the basic conditions
for social life failed utterly: kaÏ ƒrkoi eú poy ¡ra gwnointo jynallagá«, ãn tˆ a\t›ka
prÌ« tÌ ¡poron Ykatwr8 didfimenoi úsxyon o\k ãxfintvn ¡lloùen d÷namin: ãn dÍ tˆ

73 Cover 1983, passim, but esp. 35–44 («interpretation always takes place in the shadow of
coercion», 40; «a legal interpretation cannot be valid if no one is prepared to live by it», 44).

74 There is a large bibliography on this episode. See especially Gomme 1956, 358f.; Macleod
1979; Cogan 1981; Hornblower 1991, 466–491; and Loraux 2009.
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paratyxfinti Ç fùˇsa« ùarsásai, eå údoi ¡farkton, ûdion di@ tÎn p›stin ãtimvreÖto Ó
$pÌ toÜ profanoÜ« … (3. 82. 7).75 Stasis in short does epistemic damage to a polis, in
that words lose their normal meanings and ethical valuations themselves are corre-
spondingly destabilized.76 In stasis, the basic social foundations of the city are dis-
solved by a flood of violence; the lifeworld is torn apart.77

If something like this depiction of human nature in conditions of stasis held good at
Dikaia and elsewhere, we can explain why it was apparently almost always necessary to
provide channels for outstanding disputes to be resolved: that kind of legalistic, insti-
tutional machinery was needed to convince all parties to set aside their mistrust of one
another. Oaths of reconciliation are not enough; what is needed are institutionalized
contractual arrangements backed by such oaths – in other words, justice and harmony.
It also explains why the authorities sometimes reacted so violently, so decisively, to the
violation of the reconciliation settlements, as when, after the Athenian reconciliation,
Archinos had the boule execute without trial someone who had begun to «recall
wrong» in violation of the oath (Ath. Pol. 40. 2).78

Thus, the essential move of reconciliation was the translation of unconstrained
violence into familiar, courtroom channels, like stuffing the jack back into its box.
Strife outside those channels, as the example of Archinos shows, had to be dealt with
outside those channels in order to buttress the contractual arrangements.79 At Dikaia,
it seems that the stasis originally arose out of legal disputes which spilled beyond their
appropriate boundaries; thus, outstanding, non-homicide disputes between the two
parties involved in the stasis are covered by amnesty in an effort to prevent a recur-
rence of the original problem. But there is, then, a meaningful distinction between
opposition within the existing legal framework and what transpires – stasis – when
such disputes spill beyond the confines of the system. The situation at Dikaia was evi-
dently dire, a violent civil conflict, which necessitated external intervention and a
grand plan to reunite the citizen body, to efface the political divisions that had infil-
trated the polis.

I would, in short, define stasis as the politicization of a dispute, as the trans-
formation of disagreement into enmity. In doing so, I draw on Schmitt’s political
theory. In ‹Der Begriff des Politischen›, Schmitt famously defined the essence of

75 «Even oaths, if indeed any were, of reconciliation, given by each for the present out of
necessity, were of force [only] so long as they [i.e., those swearing] had no other power; but upon
the chance presenting itself, whoever arrived first at daring, if he saw [the other] unguarded, was
the more sweetly avenged through the state of trust than [if he had been avenged] openly …» See
Gomme 1956, 384 on construing the Greek.

76 See Loraux 2009.
77 On the lifeworld, see Schutz 1970, esp. 72–76, and Habermas 1989, esp. 113–152.
78 Carawan 2012, 571.
79 On the issue of foundational violence outside or at the origin of political orders, there is

a large bibliography from Machiavelli’s Discourses on Livy, Book One, Ch. 9, to the present;
cf. Derrida 1990, part 2, esp. 1024–1039.
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politics (as an abstract domain of social analysis), which he calls «the political», in the
terms of friends and enemies: «the specific political distinction to which political
actions and motives can be reduced is that between friend and enemy».80 The political
revolves around a polarity between friends and enemies in the same way that morality
revolves around the concepts of good and evil.81 And the terms of the polarity must be
understood in an existential sense; as Schmitt writes, «the distinction of friend and
enemy denotes the utmost degree of intensity of a union or separation, of an associ-
ation or dissociation … The friend and enemy concepts are to be understood in their
concrete and existential sense, not as metaphors or symbols …».82 One’s enemy is
someone with whom there is a real and actual possibility of existential conflict, as in
stasis.

This requirement, that there be an actual possibility of existential conflict, is con-
stantly emphasized by Schmitt.83 It is important that his definition of the enemy be
closely tied up with a palpable understanding of a particular antagonism («konkrete
Gegensätzlichkeit») that can lead to war as the «most extreme consequence» of
enmity.84 Absolute, limitless hostility must be a latent possibility. A functioning polis,
such as Athens, has social mechanisms (whether law, rule-bound feuding practices, or
other forms of social control) for keeping disputes, private and public, constrained
within a formal structure of some kind. This state of constraint is the antithesis of
open hostility, and also of stasis. In a word, there is no enmity of this kind within the
polis. For Schmitt, only a political community can have friends and enemies: «The
enemy is not merely any competitor or just any partner of a conflict in general. He is
also not the private adversary whom one hates. An enemy exists only when, at least
potentially, one fighting collectivity of people confronts a similar collectivity. The
enemy is solely the public enemy … polwmio«, not ãxùrfi«».85 Stasis, then, can be con-
ceptualized as the fragmentation of the city into hitherto-unformed or latent political
sub-units – just as Thucydides describes in the case of Corcyra.

The point, rather simply, is that debates and disputes constrained within the dis-
cursive and rule-bound formats of the assembly and the lawcourts are, at most,
latently political in the sense of Schmitt. It takes something substantial for such a

80 First published in 1927, reissued in elaborated form in 1932 (Schmitt 1932). All quo-
tations are from the translation by George Schwab: Schmitt 1996, 26 (= 1932, 14). Readers
unfamiliar with Schmitt, who has steadily become a major figure in certain areas of the
humanities since his death in 1985 (see, for example, the journal Telos), may wish to consult the
introductions to Schmitt 1985 and 1996; there is by now a very large secondary bibliography
on his life and writings.

81 Schmitt 1996, 25f. (= 1932, 13–15).
82 Schmitt 1996, 26f. (= 1932, 14f.).
83 Also see Derrida 1997, ch. 5, 112–137.
84 Schmitt 1996, 35 (= 1932, 18).
85 Schmitt 1996, 28 (= 1932, 16). Note also the first sentence of the book, «the concept of the

state presupposes the concept of the political» – and not the other way around (19 = 1932, 7).
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dispute to descend into overt enmity and violence – i.e, into stasis – and then some-
thing even more efficacious to accomplish a reconciliation. Stasis results from the dis-
solution of formal legal constraints surrounding a dispute, a phenomenon I call its
politicization; consequently, the way to re-contain stasis is to re-transform a political
conflict into a legal dispute.86 Regardless of the contingent historical circumstances
and course of any given stasis (for example, one triggered by external intervention,
class warfare, or a constitutional disagreement), they are real civil wars in which a
social and political community undergoes fragmentation and the dissolution of the
conditions under which sociability had hitherto prevailed.87 They are only ended by
victory or successful reconciliation.

But we are still left with the basic problem: why did it work? Why were these recon-
ciliatory transformations of politics back into law successful? Indeed, if legal
machinery is so effective, how does it get broken in the first place? I would argue that
the answers lie in what the contractual form tells us about the priority of basic social
ties, instantiated most explicitly in legal agreements, over a more developed, political
sphere.88 Following the contract thread, one could pursue social contract theory as an
explanation. In early modern political thought, contractarianism is synonymous with
Hobbes, Locke, and Rousseau, but it has its origins in Plato. Glaucon in the Republic
argues that the only reason social interactions involve anything other than injustice is
the existence of a notional agreement between each potential dyad within society to
avoid wronging one another. This agreement is based on the recognition that the
middle ground offered by the social contract is preferable to perpetual alternation
between doing and suffering injustice.89 In a more general sense, contractarianism
locates the legitimacy of a political order, or of a state, in the putative consent to it of
all relevant parties or subjects; for Hobbes as for Glaucon, law is the result of rational
self-interest in limiting violence within a community. As an explanation for the devel-
opment of a particular government, the concept of a social contract is clearly histori-
cal nonsense.90 Its power, such as it may be, to persuade readers of the legitimacy of
political order per se stems from the emotional impact of each theorist’s description of
the horrors of an anarchic state of nature (Hobbes, of course, was heavily influenced

86 This can be compared, as I briefly do below, with international dispute resolution – terri-
torial claims in the Greek world were made, and judged, on the same principles as private prop-
erty claims: Chaniotis 2004.

87 I intentionally stay away from the old debate on the causes of stasis; see Ruschenbusch
1981, 24–66, de Ste. Croix 1981, 77–79, Lintott 1982, and Gehrke 1985.

88 By way of support, I here mention once more Carawan 2013, which shows how legis-
lation after the initial settlements at Athens built upon and expanded them and became imbued
with something of their contractual character.

89 Plato Rep. 358e–359a.
90 Although the claim made by contractarians is of course rarely historical; the idea is to

legitimate (liberal) government, not actually to explain its origin. See also Hardin 1990 and
especially Tamanaha 2001, 57–71 for critique of social contract thought.
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by Thucydides on Corcyra) and also from the analogy with private contracts. Not long
before the time of Hobbes, English common law held that some duly made legal
instruments of agreement could not be dissolved even in the face of evidence that one
party had already discharged the obligation in question, simply on the basis that the
document still existed.91 This unyielding rigor informs Hobbes’ absolutist political
philosophy («that men perform their covenants made» is his third «law of nature»).92

If private contracts have such solidity, the social contract must likewise give ample
force to the law. The affective, persuasive power of social contract theorists’ writings
derives from their readers’ everyday experience with people fulfilling their agree-
ments.

The situation at Dikaia is, however, obviously quite different from the scenarios
envisioned by theorists like Rousseau and Hobbes. The agreements made and sworn
are not located at the polis’ notional origin, nor do they speak directly to consider-
ations of legitimacy, constitutional form, or anything of that sort. Indeed, something
below – more fundamental than – such questions is at stake. In the liberal conceptual
scheme, for example as instantiated in the U.S. Constitution, a notionally unchanging
system of democratic politics undergirds a merely contingent legal system. The basic
questions, for us, are political: what does the government look like and how is it
selected or formed? The reconciliation process from Dikaia shows that this is the
wrong approach to Classical Greek politics. In particular, those questions fundamen-
tal for us are entirely submerged in the Dikaia text. There is no firm indication of
whether Dikaia is an oligarchy or a democracy.93 I would suggest that the political
form of the polis is just not very important. The reconciliation process shows that, at
Dikaia, something more elemental than politics is at issue – simple sociability or
fil›a, undergirt by legal obligation.

91 Baker 1990, 369. For example debt on a bonded contract: «Even if the debtor paid, and the
bond was returned, there was no defence if the obligee wrongfully stole it back and sued on it;
there was no way in the world that a valid deed could be contradicted by oral evidence. Under the
harsh logic of the common law it was ‹better to suffer a mischief to one man than an inconven-
ience to many, which would subvert the law. For if matter in writing could be so easily defeated
and avoided by such a surmise, by naked breath, a matter in writing would be of no greater au-
thority than a matter of fact›» (Baker is here quoting a case from the year 1542).

92 Hobbes 1994 [1651], 89 (Leviathan, ch. XV).
93 The fact that an ãkklhs›a was instrumental in ratifying (or deciding upon) the terms of the

agreement is the only direct constitutional feature evident in the text, but there is no way to be
sure what kind of ãkklhs›a it was – what its composition happened to be. Contra Shear 2011,
passim and esp. 213, there is nothing intrinsically democratic about the entire body of citizens
swearing an oath. Surely the point is to display social community and cohesion, not «the demos’
power». Shear appears to imagine that social unity can only be politically democratic (135,
138).
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6. Conclusion: law versus politics

And here I want – very briefly – to gesture toward a historiographically attested case of
fourth-century stasis, namely that of Thebes in 395/4. In treating this period, the Oxy-
rhynchus Historian (Hell. Oxy. XVII–XVIII) comes close to reaffirming a surprising
assertion found in Lysias 25, a speech probably delivered at a dokimas›a: o\de›« ãstin
$nùrØpvn f÷sei o¾te çligarxikÌ« o¾te dhmokratikfi«, $ll’ ûti« ¡n Ykˇst8 polite›a
symfwr>, ta÷thn proùymeÖtai kaùestˇnai (25. 8), or «no one of mankind is either oli-
garchic or democratic by nature, but he would prefer to establish whichever of the two
constitutions benefits him».94 In Thebes a few years later, the Oxyrhynchus Historian
tells us, ötyxon oÅ bwltistoi kaÏ gnvrimØtatoi tân politân … stasiˇzonte« prÌ«
$ll‹loy«, «the best [i.e., richest] and most esteemed of the citizens were engaged in
stasis against one another» (XVII. 1). The two factions, behind Ismenias and Leon-
tiades, differed on issues of what we might call foreign policy, which the Oxyrhynchus
Historian suggests was sometimes interpreted, incorrectly, as a difference over consti-
tutional form: more specifically, Ismenias had supported the Athenian democratic
exiles at the end of the Peloponnesian war; and so his party was accused of being pro-
Athenian, and therefore democratic, while Leontiades’ was pro-Spartan. This reading
would suggest an easy equation of stasis with constitutional politics (an undeniable
aspect of the phenomenon, in particular during the Peloponnesian war).

The Oxyrhynchus Historian, however, may be saying just the opposite. The crucial
passage (XVII. 2) is, sadly, mutilated. A recent paper suggests the following recon-
struction:

ãfrfinoyn dÍ tân politeyoµwnvn oÅ µÍn perÏ tÌn Leontiˇdhn t@ Lakedaiµon›vn, [oÅ] dÍ perÏ
tÌn #Isµhn›an aåt›an µÍn eÚxon $ttik›zein ãj ìn prfiùyµoi prÌ« tÌn dáµon ãgwnonto Ñ«
öf!e"ygen· o\ µÎn ãfrfin[tizfin ge] tân [ùhna›vn, $ll’, eå x[rÎ t$lhùÍ« eåpeÖn, zhtoÜn]te«
[nevt]er›zein, ãpeÏ toŒ[« Uhba›oy« o\k öpeiùon, $tt]ike[i]zmÌn [Q]roÜnto µ»ll[on oœtv«
Épolaµbˇnon]te« kakâ« poieÖn Yto›µoy« ã[ke›noy« ©n paraskeyˇ]zein …

«The political situation was this: the party of Leontiades were pro-Spartan, and the party of
Ismenias were known as Atticizers because of the keen support they’d offered the exiled Athe-
nian democrats – not that they actually cared about the Athenians, of course. In reality their aim
was to disrupt the peace; and it was when they couldn’t persuade the Thebans [to go along with
them] that they became an atticizing party with the idea that it would be a better way of making
them willing to do mischief.»95

94 For Hell. Oxy., I have used McKenchie – Kern 1988 along with the commentary by
Bruce 1967; but also see Beresford 2014 for a different text of a relevant section of XVII.
On Lysias 25, see Wolpert 2002, 69, with further bibliography in n. 64. On the sentiment, cf.
Ostwald 2000.

95 Text and translation both from Beresford 2014, 25 (translation modified and underdot-
ting omitted).
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This reconstruction of the passage differs sharply from earlier attempts, but the end
result is, all the same, not much unlike Grenfell – Hunt’s verdict that the «general
sense of the passage appears to be that Ismenias and his party favoured Athens not for
any regard for Athenian interests but from selfish motives».96 In this diagnosis of the
propagandistic deployment of ideology by the «best and most esteemed» Thebans, the
Oxyrhynchus Historian seems to be suggesting that such motives are specious pretexts
for advancing whatever political arrangement is most materially beneficial. And this
analysis of Theban parties can be borne out through the rest of the text; in an excellent
study, Cinzia Bearzot shows how the two sides of the stasis are not separated by
«radically different constitutional programs» but by «differences on the substance
of foreign policy» and the way these latter were «linked to the problématique fédérale,
[to oppositions] between federalists and autonomists».97 The result is an analysis of
«the principally non-constitutional nature of the party divisions in Thebes»; they are
both, after all, composed of oÅ bwltistoi kaÏ gnvrimØtatoi tân politân.98

This excursus, of course, proves nothing about Dikaia or about stasis in general. But
it goes some way toward demonstrating that we should consider taking seriously a
depoliticized, non-constitutional reading of civic strife in Classical Greece. What the
Theban elites were fighting over had nothing to do with the political form of their city
or koinfin. Returning to the Dikaia reconciliation agreements, the same obtains: there
is no hint of concern for the political institutions of the state, but only for the ties of
sociability between its citizens. To be sure, one could convincingly reply that this is
because the political form of Dikaia was not up for dispute – it was simply going to
carry on as a democracy, oligarchy, or whatever the case had been. This must indeed
be true, but it remains striking that political offices are so much less at issue than legal
procedures. By contrast, around 300 BC, the Telians were obliged to swear a com-
parable oath pledging to uphold their established constitution, following a foreign
arbitration of an internal dispute or strife. This oath, however, is explicit and rigorous
about the political form that the Telians swear to uphold.99 In the Dikaia text, though,

96 Quoted by Bruce 1967, ad loc., 112.
97 Bearzot 2009, quotes from 242, 247, and 244.
98 Bearzot 2009, 247.
99 IG XII 4.1, 132 – a fascinating text known for over a century but not yet fully published

with a commentary, and first made available in print in this 2010 IG fascicule. I thank Niko-
laos Papazarkadas for bringing it to my attention. The oath reads: ãmmenwv ãn tâi polite÷-
mati tâi kaùestakfi|ti kaÏ diafylajwv t@n damokrat›an kaÏ o\ mnasikakhswv perÏ tân | [ãn
t»i k]r›s[ei] genomwnvn o\dÍ prajwv par@ t@n diˇlysin tˇnde o\dÍn | [o\dÍ] ƒpla ãnant›a
ùhseÜmai tâi dˇmvi o\dÍ t@n ¡kran katalamceÜnti | symboyleyswv o\dÍ ¡llvi ãpiboyle÷onti
o\dÍ katal÷onti tÌn d»|mon eådø« ãpitracwv· aå dÍ ka aúsùvma› tina nevter›zonta ó
syl|lfigoy« synˇgonta ãpÏ katal÷sei toÜ dˇmoy, dhlvswv toÖ« ¡rxoy|sin· e\orkeÜnti mwm moi
Òmen poll@ $gaùˇ, ãfiorkeÜnti dÍ t@ ãnan|t›a (ll. 128–136). On this text, see now a brief treat-
ment by Thür 2011, who remarks that one gets the sense of a «peaceful stasis» (350) from the
inscription. This contrast with the violence evident at Dikaia may explain why the citizens feel
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beyond legal procedure lies not politics but a concern for the basic facts of getting on
together as a community: the binding oath begins polite÷somai ãpÏ p»si dika›v« (l.
67), or «I shall comport myself justly as a citizen towards all».100 The reconciliation
agreements derive legitimacy from the necessities of constituting a community of
people living together. Society, in this case, and the give-and-take it entails, seems to
be more important than politics in the narrow sense, and it is construed as a network
of contracts or agreements between citizens.

Of course it is still true that force and violence are everywhere behind the historical
circumstances at Dikaia as well as in the text itself. Even so, nothing in the agreements
seems to suggest that the disposition of legal claims is especially inequitable, and sub-
stantial care has been taken to ensure the reconciliation’s finality. All of the evidence
points toward an authentic and sincere interest in restoring the basic conditions of
political and social life in a Greek polis – on terms, of course, salutary to those in
power. The oath stipulates that all citizens shall endeavor to live justly within the
community; it has nothing to say about the constitutional form to be taken by the
government of that community, nor does anything else in the text suggest that the
polite›a is at issue. This fact contrasts it with two other classes of political inscription
that instantiate a concern for the social tissue of the polis: anti-tyranny legislation,
and the closely related concord decrees, best represented by that of Mytilene.101 In a
sense, these form a continuum with reconciliation and amnesty agreements; the latter
result from stasis, while concord decrees and anti-tyranny legislation are aimed
against stasis and constitutional subversion (katˇlysi«), perhaps with recent experi-
ences of civic disturbances in mind.102 However, the latter two types of document are
more concerned with the form of the government as opposed to the basic precondi-
tions for sociability. This makes sense, as the social fabric is intact at their time of
enactment.

The Mytilenean decree on concord, of the 330s BC, states its purpose as clearly as
could be wished in an opening clause: —« ken oÅ pfilitai oúkei[en t@m p|fi]lin ãn
damokras›ai tÌm pˇnta xrfinon [öxon|t]e« prÌ« $llˇloi« Ñ« e\noØtata.103 A prayer
and vow to the twelve gods follows, and the text trails off midway through dispositions
regarding exiles and trials. For the latter, any sentences arrived at kat’ tÌn nfimon (l. 15)

free, as it were, to move beyond sociability to constitutional form. In this way, it is more similar
to the anti-tyranny laws or to the Mytilenean decree on concord discussed immediately below.

100 This verb can also mean «to hold office», «serve in the government», etc., but there is
nothing in its immediate context to suggest that this is a reasonable translation.

101 On anti-tyranny legislation, see first of all Knoepfler 2001–2002, now also Teegarden
2014, both with substantial earlier bibliography (of which Ostwald 1955, partially updated by
Carawan 1993, stands out). For the Mytilenean decree on concord, see Heisserer – Hodot
1986 = SEG XXXVI 750 = Rhodes – Osborne 2003, no. 85 A).

102 Compare Maffi’s 2005 investigation of and formulation of a doctrine of «good stasis».
103 «… so that the citizens inhabit the city under democracy, having for all time the best pos-

sible dispositions toward one another …» (text of Heisserer – Hodot 1986, ll. 2–4).
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are affirmed, but anyone who has been otherwise forced into flight during the prytany
of a certain Ditas is (presumably) recalled and their illicit punishers are in turn pun-
ished.104 The historical background almost certainly has to do with Alexander’s con-
quest and the varied political turbulence that accompanied it – again, as for Dikaia
and Athens, an exogenous factor. Compared to the Dikaia reconciliation agreements,
the fragmentary decree on concord is much less detailed; it makes dispositions for
access to legal proceedings, but the most salient feature is the express desire for the
citizen body to live together under democracy and to be mutually well-disposed
(ll. 3–4). The prominence of the political form at stake – democracy – contrasts with
the Dikaia text, while the benevolence the Mytileneans are to furnish one another
recalls the reconciliation oath’s injunction justly to live together as citizens.

Similarly, the Eretrian law against tyranny (certainly another mid-fourth-century
text, possibly specifically 341/40) begins with a purpose clause: [ƒpvr ¡n kaùistátai
ãn tei pfilei Ł] m[et@] $ll‹lv[n Çmfin|oia kaÏ fil›h].105 This law also prescribes pen-
alties similar to those set by the reconciliation agreements, and a curse to be pro-
nounced against violators (ll. 6–17). Its actual terms are substantially different, but the
curse mirrors that contained in the second half of the Dikaia reconciliation agree-
ment’s oath. The anti-tyranny law concludes with a long section elaborating specific
actions to be taken under certain circumstances. Other surviving anti-tyranny legis-
lation, such as that of Ilion, contains even lengthier series of provisions, but an
exhaustive presentation of the details would not advance the argument.106

What strikes about all three texts (Dikaia, Mytilene, Eretria) is the use of legal enact-
ments to solidify or constitute basic social bonds. It is more implicit in the former case
than in the other two, with their invocations of concord, but at the same time it is also
more thoroughgoing in actual impact because of the concrete historical situation. All
three invoke the power of the gods by oath, prayer, or curse, in order to anchor and
secure the ordering of society desired by each enacting political community.

Stasis is a state of exception; and so it «thinks the general with intense passion». A
similar function is performed by a complementary set of comparanda illustrating how
private law can ground society: peace treaties and other resolutions of international
disputes. Chaniotis has produced an excellent study of such international law in
nuce.107 As for post-stasis reconciliation, so too private law here undergirds the way
Greeks thought about achieving rapprochement between poleis in conflict. Chanio-
tis cites the exceptional and programmatic declaration of Magnesian arbiters decid-
ing a case pertaining to conflicting territorial claims in 112 BC: «Men have proprietary

104 Unfortunately the text is quite incomplete.
105 «so that there be established in the city, the one along with the others, concord and

amity …» (text, admittedly almost entirely restored, though with solid epigraphical reasoning,
of Knoepfler 2001–2002, ll. 3–4).

106 I.Ilion 25.
107 Chaniotis 2004.
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rights over land either because they have received the land themselves from their
ancestors, or because they have bought it for money, or because they have won it by
the spear, or because they have received it from someone of the mightier».108 This par-
ticular statement, with its theoretical clarity, is from two centuries and more after the
other texts in question. However, as Chaniotis shows, it is consistent with the impli-
cit principles instantiated by third-party arbitration as far back as we have evidence.
Note that three of these four modes of acquisition are directly derived from private
property law.109 Claims based on the exception, the third mode – right of conquest –
are always even more open to contestation than the others because if might makes
right then right becomes less important.110 But even this has an analogue in private
law’s recognition of booty as a legitimate mode of property acquisition.111 Not only do
the substantive claims used in international territorial claims line up with property
rights in private law, but, additionally, the entire concept of international arbitration
is a clear adaptation of processes of municipal litigation.112

Greek law and legal thinking, then, provided both the cognitive patterning and the
pragmatic modeling for the resolution of violent political disputes, stasis and war
alike. Insofar as these two modes of organized political violence must supervene on a
friend-enemy polarity, their termination occurs in and as compacts of friendship.
These compacts are modeled on those used with success to resolve disputes in private
law.113

The flipside of this success is stasis, a horrific and violent dissolution of community.
It is remarkable that the modalities of stasis-ending reconciliation were derived from
private contract. International disputes and territorial claims were conducted accord-
ing to the principles of municipal private law, subjected to arbitration on a legalistic
model. Likewise, the way Greeks tried to reconcile stasis was with oath-bound contract.

108 Chaniotis 2004, 186, translating I.Cret. III iv 9 (= Ager 1996, no. 156), ll. 133–134.
109 We do not need to imagine that private property law was a fully-formed unit back in year

x, on which the first international dispute arbitration, in year x + 1, drew for inspiration. Rather,
the same legal principles underlie both domains and in some sense – as customary law – predate
state formation and hence the international-private dichotomy. However, I insist that their more
abstract application to international disputes relies upon the logically prior and experientially
far more vital sphere of private law.

110 Chaniotis 2004, 190–199.
111 Chaniotis 2004, 196. Compare Aristotle’s inclusion of banditry along with farming,

fishing, pastoralism, and hunting as a fundamental mode of subsistence: Pol. 1256a–b.
112 Ager 1996, 3 characterizes it as a «binding judicial process», making the analogy implicit

without even feeling the need to argue it explicitly.
113 The argument could be made that it was precisely the famous «open texture» (and open-

ness to feudlike behavior, for followers of Cohen 1995) of the Greek legal systems that facilitated
the transition from «uncontrolled» to «controlled self-help», the thesis of Wolff 1946, without
typically letting solely internal disputes devolve into stasis. On the idea of Greek, or Athenian,
law as characterized by open texture, see Osborne 1985, Todd 1995, and Harris 2000.
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All this shows, it seems to me, law’s power to constrain violence – form’s efficacy over
substance.
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